
BACKYARD HENS IN NORTH BAY:
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

How does keeping backyard hens align with the Nipissing and Area Food Charter?

Keeping backyard hens aligns with the principles of the Nipissing and Area Food Charter in many

ways:

Food Literacy

Keeping hens offers valuable educational opportunities for children and adults to learn about

the food system and responsible animal care. Raising hens to produce eggs promotes feelings of

personal autonomy and independence of food choices, and a sense of self-sufficiency for

families. 

Environment

Hens may reduce household food waste through consumption of table scraps and other organic

solids, and they can help control garden pests and weeds. Foods grown and raised close to home

reduces energy usage and greenhouse gas emissions associated with transporting food. Eggs

have also been cited as the animal protein with the lowest climate footprint. 

Health and Wellness

The keeping of hens has been compared to the keeping of other pets in terms of beneficial

psychological and social effects. Hens are people-friendly, social, intelligent, affectionate, small,

and quiet. Also, better tasting eggs are produced and this may improve enjoyment of food.

Culture

Keeping backyard domestic fowl, including hens, is a tradition in many cultures. Allowing the

opportunity to do so within a municipality can foster the keeping of those traditions, and bring

them back to life as a way to preserve cultural food practices.
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/04/30/dining/climate-change-food-eating-habits.html?utm_source=Georgian+Bay+Biosphere+Reserve+List&utm_campaign=4c378d1f37-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_05_07_07_49&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e570ffd185-4c378d1f37-1204616497&mc_cid=4c378d1f37&mc_eid=0efdfd6056
https://nipissingareafood.ca/about-the-nipissing-area-food-charter/
https://nipissingareafood.ca/about-the-nipissing-area-food-charter/
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Do we need a by-law change for backyard hens in the City of North Bay?

The current bylaws in North Bay allow residents to keep backyard hens only

if a property is zoned Rural A, as outlined in zoning bylaw 2015-30 (section

5) and the animal control by-law 151-93 (section 15). Amending the existing

by-laws or creating a new one to permit the keeping of backyard hens would

provide rules around how hens can be kept, such as setting standards on lot

sizes, minimum set-backs, maximum number of birds, coop construction, and

other guidelines for care.

 

Are hens a public health hazard? 

The risk of keeping backyard hens is considered low by Canadian health

authorities– potential health hazards can be effectively addressed by

responsible flock management and food safety practices. The main public

health concerns related to raising hens are the potential for disease to

spread and the potential to attract wildlife. Health authorities in Canada

consider the risk of avian flu spreading among hens (in a small-scale

backyard context) to be extremely limited. Salmonella and campylobacter

bacteria, on the other hand, are commonly carried by chickens and can be

transmitted to humans (during handling of the birds or their feces). Typically

Salmonella doesn't make hens sick. However, these bacteria are pathogenic

to humans and can be passed into an egg from an infected hen, or, more

commonly, the bacteria can be on the outside of an egg shell. To reduce the

risk of getting sick from Salmonella, health authorities recommend cooking

eggs thoroughly and taking precautions to prevent carrying bacteria into the

home, such as appropriate hand washing and using separate boots and

clothing when working in the coop. Regulatory measures help mitigate risk,

such as bylaws that restrict the number of hens per dwelling.

What do hens sound like?

Hens usually cluck softly, but will squawk during or shortly after laying an egg, or if frightened. Hens generally lay one egg

a day. Compared with other common pets, squawking is relatively quiet. Hens are regulated by daylight; by the time the

sun goes down, they are headed for the coop or are already fast asleep. Only roosters make the crowing sound, and this

can happen at any time throughout the day—not just at sunrise. To minimize noise, city bylaws typically ban roosters, limit

the number of hens, and specify minimum setbacks from property lines and nearby dwellings.

https://www.cityofnorthbay.ca/media/17488/1993_151.pdf
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Do hens produce a strong smell?

Healthy hens themselves do not smell bad; it's only their feces that have the potential to create odour-- also true of dogs, cats,

rabbits or any animal. Hen coops are typically dressed with natural, fresh-smelling materials like straw and pine shavings, and

are equipped with proper ventilation to neutralize odour. Coops are relatively easy to clean and maintain in dry, sanitary

conditions, but a plan must be in place for managing the manure in urban settings where yard space is limited. It could be

composted if yard space allows or disposed of for curbside garbage pickup like other pet waste. There are many steps that can

be taken to reduce the chances of odours even further. Some owners prefer to spread sand over the run, where the hen spend

most of their day. It wicks away moisture, eliminating odour and the attraction of flies, and dries out manure in the same way

that cat litter does. More often than not, a neighbour will hardly notice an off-putting smell from the chicken coop.

 

What about rodents and predators?

With the care of any animal, improper food storage has the potential to invite wildlife, including squirrels, birds and mice.

Storing feed in dry, weather-proof containers will greatly reduce the potential for attracting rodents. A secure enclosure for the

hens will keep predators out and your happy chickens snuggled in.

 

How long can a hen live? How long do hens lay?

Hens can live as long as a dog or cat: up to 14 years, or longer depending on the species! Hens begin to lay eggs at about 6

months of age. Domesticated hens have been bred to lay one egg a day, but at around 18 months of age, egg laying frequency

generally slows down. Many adult or senior hens stop laying altogether. When egg production ceases, hen owners may continue

to keep the hens as pets, have them processed to eat by a local abattoir, choose euthanasia, or donate them to a willing farmer.

 

Is backyard hen keeping just a fad? 

Raising backyard hens in higher population density areas is nothing new, it just disappeared for a while. Prior to the 1960s, it

was common to see small animals such as hens and rabbits being raised within the city. The trend is now shifting back to

lifestyles rooted in sustainability, education and local food sovereignty.
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The content in this resource was adapted with permission from the Thunder Bay Food Strategy and the Parry Sound
Area Food Collaborative. 
 
The Nipissing and Area Food Roundtable is a collaborative group of community stakeholders and food champions,
working to create a healthy and sustainable food system for the Nipissing area. For more information, visit
nipissingareafood.ca.  

If backyard hens are permitted in North Bay, will I be allowed to build a coop anywhere on my property?  

No. Jurisdictions that allow urban hens have bylaws with mandatory requirements for coop location and minimum setbacks

from property lines. 

 

Will my neighbour’s hens decrease my property value?

While some people are concerned about this, economic conditions are the driving forces of property values. Municipal bylaws

for the keeping of backyard hens are developed with the interests of neighbours in mind, ensuring that coop design, placement

and cleanliness follow measures to reduce concerns related to noise, potential odour and visual appeal. In many cities that allow

hens--Kelowna, Waterloo, Vancouver, Kingston, and Huntsville, for example--property values have been on the rise for years.

 

What are other jurisdictions doing to support keeping backyard hens?

Kingston, Guelph, Kelowna, Toronto, Orillia, Vancouver, Niagara Falls, Victoria, Huntsville and Mattawa are examples of

municipalities  that have joined a growing number of communities across North America that allow the keeping of backyard

hens. Even in neighbourhoods where houses are close together, chickens in a yard can be completely unnoticeable. Most

municipalities that allow backyard hens impose maximum flock numbers and require minimum care standards and setbacks

from nearby property lines. Some cities require a permit or registration system, while other bylaws are strictly enforced on a

complaint basis. The average flock size ranges from 4 to 10 birds in municipalities that support backyard hen keeping. These

rules have resulted in very few, often zero, bylaw complaints.

 

 

 

https://nipissingareafood.ca/

